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Tourist Guides on Demand 
The context for this exam is the same as for the Obligatory Exercise 2 for INF5150 in 2009: 
At the Folk Museum in an imaginary city there are a number of tourist guides supplied with 
mobile phones moving around in the museum. Our application can be used to get their 
attention in different ways. Furthermore the Folk Museum has a number of static tourist spots 
of special interest. Our application will make it possible for the tourist to get information by 
SMS of such a tourist spot. 
 
We are going to augment the exercise with more functionality. We introduce an advanced 
service for the tourist, named “ASK” with an explicit question following the command. This 
question will be transmitted to all guides. They may respond either by an “ANSWER” or a 
“PASS”. The system will decide that one of those that respond “ANSWER” will physically 
walk to the asking tourist. See Figure 1 for details. 

1 Modeling 
In Figure 1 there is a sequence diagram specifying a scenario for the ask&answer protocol. 

 
Figure 1 One scenario for advanced asking and answering 

We assume that the system has hotspots similar to ICU such that the tourist can be placed at 
the Pond from the positioning result. The number 1229 is arbitrarily chosen and represents 
the idea that there is a unique identifier generated by the gs:GuideSystem associated with this 
particular question. The second parameter of the Sms signal indicates the target of the signal. 
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1 a) Composite structure of the context 

 
Figure 2 Composite structure of GuideSystem 

The sequence diagram Q in Figure 1 is owned (and scoped by) a collaboration or a class. This 
context classifier has a composite structure. Based on what you see in sd Q and the composite 
structure of GuideSystem in Figure 2 define a possible composite structure for the context 
classifier. 

1 b) Decomposition 
Define a decomposition of lifeline gs:GuideSystem for sequence diagram Q given in Figure 1 
for the composite structure given in Figure 2. Every Sms signal to ts should create a new 
session. The port to_gss on gc:GSController is a routing port like the one we know from 
ICUSystem.  

1 c) State machine 

 
Figure 3 State Machine for a Guide 
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Assume that we want to simulate a tourist guide e.g. for the purpose of testing our 
GuideSystem. In Figure 3 we show a state machine as a definition of a Guide. We assume that 
the Guide will parse the text of the Sms and interpret the first word as a ‘command’. We 
furthermore interpret the output of an Sms such that Sms(“ANSWER”+1229, gs) will yield an 
Sms with text “ANSWER 1229” sent to gs. 
 
I. Explain whether the state machine in Figure 3 is consistent with the information in     
Figure 1. 
 
II. Discuss if there are any problems with the definition of Guide in Figure 3 and how you 
would modify the definition to cope with the problems. 

2  
The exercises below refer to the sequence diagram of Figure 1, but do not depend on what 
you have answered on exercise 1 above. 

2 a) Events 
The STAIRS Tutorial associates two events with each message, a transmission event and a 
reception event.  
 
I: How many reception events take place on the lifeline gs? Explain your answer.  
 
II: What is (are) the first event(s) of Figure 1? (If there is more than one possibility, list all 
the possibilities.) Explain your answer. 
 
III. What is (are) the last event(s) of Figure 1? Again explain your answer and if necessary 
list more than one event. 
 
IV: Explain how to update the diagram in Figure 1 by adding only message arrows to have 
exactly three possible first events and two possible last events?  


